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The role as Scientist 
 
 
Company:   Immunovia AB   
Role:  Scientist 
Reporting to:  Vice President R&D 
Place of position: Lund, Sweden  
  
 
General description and main responsibility  
 
As a Scientist at Immunovia you will contribute with scientific knowledge and expertise to different 
research and development projects. The main tasks are related to experimental design, data analysis, 
result interpretation and data presentation. You will play an important role in leading, planning as 
well as designing tests and clinical studies.  
 
Tasks and responsibilities include, but are not limited to:  
 

 Design, plan, lead and execute tests and clinical studies.  

 Create documents, including plans and reports, of different purpose and magnitude according 

to Immunovia Quality Management System (QMS). 

 Perform data management and data analysis of research and development tests, as well as 

clinical studies. 

 Interpret results and report the findings.  

 Communicate results and findings for the scientific community in oral and written form. 

 Write scientific documentation such as research articles and publications for scientific 

meetings. 

 Interact with external contacts and participate in external collaborations. 

 Be up to date with the scientific literature within specific research areas.  

 Be responsible for improvement of existing methods and processes and implementation of 
new ones.  

 Contribute to new ideas, projects, procedures and technologies.  

 Participate in cross-functional scientific discussions internally and externally. 

 
Requested qualifications  
 

 PhD exam in molecular biology, chemistry, biotechnology or equivalent. 

 Several years of experience with independent planning and execution of test and studies 

within research or development projects. 

 Several years of experience with experimental design, data interpretation and presentation, 

along with result reporting in scientific journals.  

 Excellent proficiency in English both written and oral. 

 Strong communication and presentation skills in both written and oral forms. 

 Experience from work in the industry is an advantage but not a requirement. 
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Personal characteristics  
 

 Ability to work in a team and share responsibilities and tasks. 

 Determined to accomplish goals and objectives. 

 Ability to act as a specialist and detailed technical expertise. 

 Proven ability to deliver according to tight deadlines and in a project organization. 

 Analytical and driving personality.  

 Problem-solving skills with the ability to find creative solutions.  

 Ability to lead and motive other project members. 

 

 
Opportunities with the role 
 
Immunovia is taking the next important step in bringing a solution to the unmet need of early 

detection of pancreas cancer to the market, by development of a world leading technology from Lund 

university to a clinical laboratory testing for early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. You will be part of a 

dedicated team working towards Immunovia’s vision to lead the way in bioinformatic-assisted 

diagnostics towards a future where all patients are diagnosed in time for effective treatment, better 

quality of life and significantly improved survival rates. 

You will join a growing organization that puts people in focus, with an engaged management team in 
a company with short decision-making processes. There is an informal and personal atmosphere 
where each employee's contribution is important for the company's development and results. Be part 
of a company characterized by a fantastic team feeling and where they have mandatory “fika med 
knäckebröd” every day. 

Application and contact 
Send your application including CV and personal letter to hr@immunovia.com. Last day to apply for 
the position is October 20 2019. For inquires and more information about the position, please contact 
Linda Dexlin Mellby, Vice President R&D. 
linda.mellby@immunovia.com, +46 (0)709 50 48 54 

 

 
The Company 
 
Immunovia AB was founded in 2007 by investigators from the Department of Immunotechnology at 
Lund University and CREATE Health, the Center for Translational Cancer Research in Lund, Sweden.  
Immunovia’s strategy is to decipher the wealth of information in blood and translate it into clinically 
useful tools to diagnose complex diseases such as cancer, earlier and more accurately than previously 
possible. Immunovia´s core technology platform, IMMray®, is based on antibody biomarker 
microarray analysis. The company is now performing clinical validation studies for the 
commercialization of IMMray® PanCan-d that could be the first blood-based test for early diagnosis of 
pancreatic cancer. In the beginning of 2016, the company started a program focused on autoimmune 
diseases diagnosis, prognosis and therapy monitoring. The headquarter is based at Medicon Village in 
Lund, Sweden. Immunovia’s shares (IMMNOV) are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. For more information 
about the company, please visit www.immunovia.com. 
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